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We are in the midst of a global pandemic, with the nation coming to a screeching halt — school, office and gym closures, empty shelves in the grocery stores, a ban on dining in restaurants. And oh, there is no March madness in March 2020 and also no rush to mail the federal income tax returns by April 15, 2020. Families are doing their best to get the basic home supplies, scouring the grocery stores outside of their neighborhood or online.

Disruption has occurred across industries – auto, retail, pharmaceutical, to name a few, as companies have become increasingly dependent on long and complex supply chains to provide the goods and materials used in their operations. Business are also taking steps to manage operations, looking for alternative ways to source materials. If we look at the pharmaceutical industry in general, not only are Americans reliant on China for inexpensive household goods and electronics, we also rely on China to produce crucial ingredients—active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). In October 2019, the FDA noted that as of August 2019, only 28 percent of the facilities producing APIs are in the U.S. So, we are heavily reliant on foreign-sourced drugs. Similarly, automakers in general rely heavily on China for auto parts, and some major automakers have temporarily closed plants in South Korea and Japan due to supply shortages, while others are racing to find alternative sources in Europe or elsewhere. Not all parts can be easily sourced elsewhere, however, and some automakers may not have any other option but to wait out the crisis.

COVID-19 isn't the only issue affecting supply chains. Even before the virus became a global crisis, manufacturers had to contend with the disruptive impacts of U.S. trade policy. According to BDO’s Manufacturing CFO Outlook Survey, 21 percent of manufacturers say they’ve experienced a disruption to their supply chain as a result of government restrictions in the last 12 months.

We've summarized some of the pandemic's specific impacts on manufacturers below:

- **Supply shortages and increased prices** — Until affected factories can resume production, manufacturers will need to rely on inventory stockpiles. However, these resources are limited and will run out eventually. When existing inventory runs dry, we can expect to see shortages and/or price increases throughout supply chains if alternate sources aren’t secured.

- **Fulfillment delays** — Quarantines, travel restrictions and workforce shortages can make it difficult or impossible for affected manufacturers to fulfill their contractual obligations to their customers. A shortage or delay of products can seriously impact a company’s reputation and may result in lost customers or even legal consequences.

- **Increased transportation prices** — Once factories can resume production, companies will likely rush to get their operations back online and make up for lost time, which could cause a sharp increase in transportation prices.

Economic impacts — The COVID-19 crisis does not end when the outbreak is finally contained. How fast the economy — and the Chinese economy in particular — will be able to rebound from the crisis is yet to be seen, and any slowdown in global demand may exacerbate existing headwinds for U.S. manufacturing, which was already nearing a slump at the end of 2019. The Phase 1 U.S.-China deal provided some relief to manufacturers, but the coronavirus crisis could impede China’s ability to fulfill its end of the trade agreement and delay any Phase 2 deal negotiations.

Reputational impacts — A brand is a promise, and a company needs to consistently deliver on that promise to keep the brand strong. When a company fails to deliver on that promise — even if that failure is due to forces beyond the company’s control — reputation can take a serious hit. The way manufacturers respond to COVID-19 delays or shortages will be an important dimension of longer-term brand preservation. Viewed with the right lens, manufacturers’ response to the novel coronavirus is an opportunity for competitive differentiation. During times of crisis, demonstrated leadership, transparency and communication are highly valued and can earn customer loyalty.

- The effects of the pandemic and last two years of trade turbulence have uncovered a prevalent problem in the manufacturing industry: a lack of geographic diversification in supply chains. The combined disruptive impacts of U.S.-China geopolitical tension and the coronavirus crisis have made it clear that manufacturers cannot be so dependent on one location for supply — namely, China.

- To help get you started on protecting your supply chains against future unexpected crises, we’ve outlined seven key considerations for supply chain planning that manufacturers should factor into their sourcing strategies.

Geographic diversification — The coronavirus crisis is the latest proof that manufacturers need to revisit their sourcing strategies and consider reducing dependence on China or any major location. Many manufacturers were already having these conversations as a result of the last two years of trade policy disruptions — according to BDO’s Manufacturing CFO Outlook Survey, 36 percent of manufacturers have considered countries other than China for sourcing. By shifting supply sources to a variety of countries, companies can reduce the impact of natural disasters or government regulations on their businesses. When evaluating changes to supply chain operations, manufacturers will need to assess potential exit charges, permanent establishment status and the preservation of tax attributes on the movement of functions, assets and risks.

Increase visibility — Technologies such as cargo-tracking, automated warehousing, cloud-based GPS and RFID introduce increased visibility into nearly every part of the supply chain. Surprise disruptions, which used to occur in supply chain blind spots — meaning areas where companies didn’t even realize supplies traveled — are less common as a result.
By capitalizing on these technologies and increasing their real-time visibility into every part of the supply chain, companies can more proactively identify areas of potential risk before an issue, or more quickly notice and respond to a disruption that does occur.

► **Sales and operations planning** — This crisis has changed demand in one way or another for nearly every manufacturer. Some have seen significant increases in demand for basic consumer goods, others have seen demand shift from various products or customer types, while others have seen demand fall with the uncertain economic environment. This is an important time for manufacturers to be agile in reacting to these changes and plan production, distribution, and inventory investments to optimize their reaction to these fast-moving challenges and opportunities.

► **Conduct a business continuity risk assessment** — Although companies cannot predict when a public health crisis or other natural disasters might occur, they can help mitigate the effects of unexpected disruptions by carrying out risk assessments. They may identify potential internal operational, financial and market risks, determine direct and indirect impacts and generate contingency plans in case of unexpected disruptions.

► **Vendor risk assessment** — Vendor risk management, including obtaining ongoing information from key suppliers’ on the suppliers’ risk as well as assurance from key suppliers that the supplier controls that an organization relies on are operating effectively. Currently, customers of suppliers must assemble desired information from many different sources, including the following:

- Supplier-provided information
- Site visits, inspections, and other procedures performed by the customers’ internal audit functions
- Assurance programs (such as ISO certifications) performed by third-party assessors

To help organizations and their suppliers, business partners and distribution companies identify, assess and address supply chain risks, the AICPA has developed a framework for reporting on the system and relevant controls over a manufacturing, production and distribution system ([SOC for Supply Chain framework or reporting framework](https://www.aicpa.org/)). The reporting framework provides a means by which manufacturers, producers and distribution companies can communicate useful information about their systems, and the controls within the systems, to customers. CPAs can examine and report on such information, thereby increasing the confidence that customers can place on such information.

► **Review your insurance coverage** — Manufacturers should familiarize themselves with their insurance policies so they are aware of the extent of their coverage. In the case of a public health crisis such as the coronavirus, companies should pay close attention to whether their insurance coverage contains a Communicable Disease Exclusion or not.
Engineer resilience and introduce agility for the future — The best opportunity for lasting change is a crisis. Once manufacturers have immediate mitigation measures in place, they should consider how they might re-engineer their supply chain to be resilient by design, factoring in increased complexity and uncertainty as to the new normal. In the months and years ahead, effective supply chain risk management will be all about agility and systems thinking. The supply chain itself must be viewed as an interconnected, interdependent network. Truly agile supply chains require end-to-end visibility across the entire supplier ecosystem, relying on real-time data to identify shifts in demand or disruptions faster and adapt to sudden changes faster. The agile supply network will eventually replace traditional lean approaches.